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BRAND GUIDE

A WELCOME INTRODUCTION
Our brand is a powerful platform for communicating
who we are, what we value, and what we promise.
This guide presents the brand visual identity and verbal branding
system elements needed to give our communications a distinctive voice.
We are long past the era when brand management just meant a logo,
business cards, and fax cover page. Modern visual identity systems are
now based on a design language that can grow with a brand to ensure
that its messaging—across all types of content and in all forms of
media—is recognizable, distinctive, and compelling. With this guide,
the Mity-Mite brand is now empowered for that mission.
As we go on to launch our brand across America, we should all adhere to
the principles in this guide to execute efficiently and effectively. The goal
is to achieve a consistent look and feel as well as tone of voice in all that
we do. And using this guide is the key to doing this. It is not a one-anddone to be stored in a drawer. And it is not simply a rule book to say “no”
to people. Our hope is that it establishes a foundation that is a jumpingoff point for expression of our brand.
Thank you all.
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BRAND EQUITY TRIANGLE
Our Brand Strategy is a plan to create meaning. The majority of elements
that comprise our strategy are internal-facing and are meant to be used
as a resource for creative exploration, as well as a guide for executing
communications that ensure a consistent brand presentation over time.
The Mity-Mite Brand Strategy is summarized in the brand equity triangle.
CONSUMER INSIGHT

TARGET AUDIENCE

“I’m not looking to do a wholesale switch in what I’m doing.
But if I can shift into something
better—quality, flavor, health—I
am all for it. I’m not going to buy
it because I have to, I’m buying
it because I want to.”

Individuals who like what they like and
routinely enjoy the same thing. They have
their go-tos but are not afraid to try a new
twist or a step-up to a better brand—if they
believe it is better in quality, flavor, or health.
They don’t want a step-down or to settle,
rather they would seek an indulgence.

CONSUMER INSIGHT

BRAND VALUES

Pinpoints a consumer need or desire that
is shared by all targets and animates their
behavior and attitudes in the market.

Principles and beliefs that our brand stands
for. Brand values are inner-directed, resonant
with the brand target, and all enduring.
We value...

TARGET AUDIENCE
The consumer group with whom the brand
proposition resonates most strongly.
A strategic choice that may favor competitive
advantage over volume.

AWAKEN
AMERICA TO THE
Mity-Mite exists to...
BENEFITS OF VEGEMITE

Nutella - brought “just enough
indulgent healthy” to the pantry

BRAND PROMISE

Teddies - better peanut butter
without sacrificing flavor

BRAND VALUES

Trader Joes - introduced “healthy
enough” discovery to indulgence

We value...

Greater Good | A Pleasure | Work to Live

Method - taught us that good
products don’t mean settling

BRAND PERSONALITY
We are...

Optimistic | Genuine | Charm

RATIONAL BENEFIT

INTRINSIC BENEFIT

EXTRINSIC BENEFIT

I get...

I feel...

I look...

a whole new
flavor to enjoy

as if I am eating
something good for me

like a
connoisseur

BRAND ASSETS
BRAND NAME
& LOGOS

TAGLINE

KOALA

AUSTRALIAN-ENOUGH
TONE

FLAVOR

MADE IN
VT

Character attributes that define the brand’s
attitude and inform its behavior. Outer-directed,
expressive and memorable to the target.
We are...

FRAME OF REFERENCE
Similar category benchmarks with attributes
that relate to the brand promise, values,
or personality our brand is trying to achieve.

BRAND PROMISE
FRAME OF REFERENCE

BRAND PERSONALITY

An enduring statement of benefit that our
brand offers to customers, with clear indication
of what the brand promises to be and do for
consumers. An internal facing statement, the
brand promise provides a calibrating standard
for the entire organization, providing direction
and setting priority for innovation, development,
execution and follow-through.
(Our brand) exists to...

BRAND BENEFITS
Expressions of the brand that articulate what
the brand does for the target audience. Brand
benefits exist on a continuum from Rational
to Intrinsic to Extrinsic.
I get... | I feel... | I look...

BRAND IDENTITY ASSETS
Iconic visual, auditory and sensory elements
that consumers rely on to recognize the brand.

BRAND STORIES
Curated stories that reveal the brand
experience in relevant, distinctive and credible
ways. Brand stories provide a reference point
to the brand narrative, communicate brand
values and build a culture of insiders and
brand loyalists.

FORM
FACTOR

BRAND STORIES
HEALTH
BENEFITS
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BRAND EQUITY TRIANGLE
Our Brand Strategy is a plan to create meaning. The majority of elements
TIP
that comprise our strategy are internally facing
and are meant to be used
The description
of afor
single
audience.
as a resource for creative exploration, as well
as a guide
executing
does not need to be too detailed here, but
communications that ensure a consistent Itbrand
presentation over time.
provide a general sense of who they are.
The Mity-Mite Brand Strategy is summarized in the brand equity triangle.

CONSUMER INSIGHT

BRAND VALUES

Pinpoints a consumer need or desire that
is shared by all targets and prospects and
animates their behavior and attitudes in
the market.

Principles and beliefs that our brand stands
for. Brand values are inner-directed, resonant
with the brand target, and enduring.
We value...

TARGET AUDIENCE

BRAND PERSONALITY

The consumer group with whom the brand
proposition resonates most strongly.
The insight should represent the audience’s
A strategic choice that may favor competitive
motivation to consider (or adopt) the brand.
advantage over volume.
We like to write it from “their” perspective
just to make it more personal.

TIP
CONSUMER INSIGHT

TARGET AUDIENCE

“I’m not looking to do a wholesale switch in what I’m doing—
I’m not that bad. But if I can shift
into something better—quality,
health, flavor—I am all for it. I’m
not going to buy it because I
have to, I’m buying it because
I want to.”

Individuals who like what they like and
routinely enjoy the same thing. They have
their go-tos but are not afraid to try a new
twist or a step-up to a better brand—if they
believe it is better in quality, flavor, or health.
They don’t want a step-down or to settle,
rather they would seek an indulgence.

FRAME OF REFERENCE

AWAKEN
AMERICA TO THE
Mity-Mite exists to...
BENEFITS OF VEGEMITE

Nutella - brought “just enough
indulgent healthy” to the pantry

BRAND PROMISE

Teddies - better peanut butter
without sacrificing flavor

BRAND VALUES

Trader Joes - introduced “healthy
enough” discovery to indulgence

We value...

Greater Good | A Pleasure | Work to Live

Method - taught us that good
products don’t mean settling

BRAND PERSONALITY
We are...

Optimistic | Genuine | Charm

RATIONAL BENEFIT

INTRINSIC BENEFIT

EXTRINSIC BENEFIT

I get...

I feel...

I look...

a whole new
flavor to enjoy

as if I am eating
something good for me

like a
connoisseur

BRAND ASSETS
BRAND NAME
& LOGOS

TAGLINE

KOALA

AUSTRALIAN-ENOUGH
TONE

FLAVOR

MADE IN
VT

TIP

Character attributes that define the brand’s
attitude and inform its behavior. Outer-directed,
expressive and memorable to the target.
We are...

FRAME OF REFERENCE

BRAND BENEFITS

Category benchmarks with attributes that
relate to the brand promise, values,
or personality.

Expressions of the brand that articulate what
the brand does for the brand target. Brand
benefits exist on a continuum from Rational to
Intrinsic to Extrinsic.
I get... | I feel... | I look...

BRAND PROMISE

An
enduring
of benefit
that our
Realize
that
there isstatement
not a perfect
reference
brand But
offers
to customers,
with aspect
clear indication
benchmark.
selecting
one salient
of what the
brand
promises
to bebrand
and do for
of a benchmark
that
is relevant
to your
consumers.
Analignment
internal facing
statement, the
is helpful
for gaining
with teams.
brand promise provides a calibrating standard
for the entire organization, providing direction
and setting priority for innovation, development,
execution and follow-through.
(Our brand) exists to...

BRAND IDENTITY ASSETS
Iconic visual, auditory and sensory elements
that consumers rely on to recognize the brand.

BRAND STORIES
Curated stories that reveal the brand
experience in relevant, distinctive and credible
ways. Brand stories provide a reference point
to the brand narrative, communicate brand
values and build a culture of insiders and
brand loyalists.

FORM
FACTOR

BRAND STORIES
HEALTH
BENEFITS
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BRAND EQUITY TRIANGLE
Our Brand Strategy is a plan to create meaning. The majority of elements
that comprise our strategy are internally facing and are meant to be used
as a resource for creative exploration, as well as a guide for executing
communications that ensure a consistent brand presentation over time.
The Mity-Mite Brand Strategy is summarized in the brand equity triangle.
CONSUMER INSIGHT

TARGET AUDIENCE

“I’m not looking to do a wholeIndividuals who like what they like and
sale switch in what I’m doing—
routinely enjoy the same thing. They have
I’m not that bad. But if I can shift
their go-tos but are not afraid to try a new
into something better—quality,
twist or a step-up
to a better brand—if they
TIP
health, flavor—I am all for it. I’m
believe it is betterBrand
in quality,
flavor,
or health.
Values
should
link to the not
company
or mission.
going tovalues
buy it because
I
They don’t want a step-down or to settle,
have
to,
I’m
buying
it
because
rather they would seek an indulgence.
I want to.”
Think about the culture of the organization
you want to have,

as well as the type of culture the target audience would admire.
Imagine you were doing an employee
could you assess
FRAME OFreview,
REFERENCE
AWAKEN
their
performance based on these
value
attributes?
Nutella
- brought
“just enough

CONSUMER INSIGHT

BRAND VALUES

Pinpoints a consumer need or desire that
is shared by all targets and prospects and
animates their behavior and attitudes in
the market.

Principles and beliefs that our brand stands
for. Brand values are inner-directed, resonant
with the brand target, and enduring.
We value...

TARGET AUDIENCE

BRAND PERSONALITY

The consumer group with whom the brand
proposition resonates most strongly.
A strategic choice that may favor competitive
advantage over volume.

Character attributes that define the brand’s
attitude and inform its behavior. Outer-directed,
expressive and memorable to the target.
We are...

FRAME OF REFERENCE

BRAND BENEFITS

Category benchmarks with attributes that
relate to the brand promise, values,
or personality.

Expressions of the brand that articulate what
the brand does for the brand target. Brand
benefits exist on a continuum from Rational to
Intrinsic to Extrinsic.
I get... | I feel... | I look...

BRAND PROMISE

An enduring statement of benefit that our
AMERICA TO THE
indulgent healthy” to the pantry
brand offers to customers, with clear indication
Mity-Mite exists to...
BENEFITS OF VEGEMITE
Teddies - better peanut butter
of what the brand promises to be and do for
without sacrificing flavor
consumers. An internal facing statement, the
BRAND VALUES
Trader Joes - introduced “healthy
We value...
brand promise provides a calibrating standard
enough” discovery to indulgence
TIP
Greater Good | A Pleasure | Work to Live
for the entire organization, providing direction
taught us that good
Think ofMethod
Brand- Personality
in terms of the human qualities of
BRAND PERSONALITY
products don’t mean settling
and setting priority for innovation, development,
We are...
the brand. How would you describe the brand if it showed up
Optimistic | Genuine | Charm
execution and follow-through.
to a party?
(Our brand) exists to...
RATIONAL BENEFIT
INTRINSIC BENEFIT
EXTRINSIC BENEFIT
BRAND PROMISE

I get...

I feel...

a whole new
flavor to enjoy

as if I am eating
something good for me

I look...

like a
If you
connoisseur

BRAND ASSETS
BRAND NAME
& LOGOS

TAGLINE

KOALA

AUSTRALIAN-ENOUGH
TONE

FLAVOR

have more than 3-4 personality attributes, you will
likely dilute your brand personality. You can have more
“open” personality attributes, but remember, they need to
translate
design and language elements.
MADE IN into
FORM
VT

BRAND IDENTITY ASSETS
Iconic visual, auditory and sensory elements
that consumers rely on to recognize the brand.

BRAND STORIES
Curated stories that reveal the brand
experience in relevant, distinctive and credible
ways. Brand stories provide a reference point
to the brand narrative, communicate brand
values and build a culture of insiders and
brand loyalists.

FACTOR

BRAND STORIES
HEALTH
BENEFITS
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BRAND EQUITY TRIANGLE
Our Brand Strategy is a plan to create meaning. The majority of elements
that comprise our strategy are internally facing and are meant to be used
as a resource for creative exploration, as well as a guide for executing
communications that ensure a consistent brand presentation over time.
The Mity-Mite Brand Strategy is summarized in the brand equity triangle.
CONSUMER INSIGHT

TARGET AUDIENCE

“I’m not looking to do a wholesale switch in what I’m doing—
I’m not that bad. But if I can shift
into something better—quality,
health, flavor—I am all for it. I’m
not going to buy it because I
have to, I’m buying it because
I want to.”

Individuals who like what they like and
routinely enjoy the same thing. They have
TIP
their go-tos but are not afraid to try a new
Use discipline here. What
one thing
that addresses
twist is
or the
a step-up
to a better
brand—if they
each of these benefits?
believe it is better in quality, flavor, or health.
They don’t want a step-down or to settle,
rather they would seek an indulgence.

Rational Benefit - Think of functionality. What is the tangible
thing the target audience gets from the brand?

Mity-Mite exists to...

Extrinsic Benefit - Think of Word of Mouth. What would you
BRAND VALUES
value...brand (recognize
want the target audience to say about We
your
Greater Good | A Pleasure | Work to Live
that they may not say this, but you want them to feel it)?
BRAND PERSONALITY
We are...

Optimistic | Genuine | Charm

RATIONAL BENEFIT

INTRINSIC BENEFIT

EXTRINSIC BENEFIT

I get...

I feel...

I look...

a whole new
flavor to enjoy

as if I am eating
something good for me

like a
connoisseur

BRAND ASSETS
BRAND NAME
& LOGOS

TAGLINE

KOALA

AUSTRALIAN-ENOUGH
TONE

FLAVOR

MADE IN
VT

FORM
FACTOR

BRAND STORIES
HEALTH
BENEFITS
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ORIGIN
STORY

NATURALLY
MADE IN VT

WAKE UP
YOUR PALATE

Pinpoints a consumer need or desire that
is shared by all targets and prospects and
animates their behavior and attitudes in
the market.

Principles and beliefs that our brand stands
for. Brand values are inner-directed, resonant
with the brand target, and enduring.
We value...

TARGET AUDIENCE

BRAND PERSONALITY

The consumer group with whom the brand
proposition resonates most strongly.
A strategic choice that may favor competitive
advantage over volume.

Character attributes that define the brand’s
attitude and inform its behavior. Outer-directed,
expressive and memorable to the target.
We are...

FRAME OF REFERENCE

BRAND BENEFITS

Category benchmarks with attributes that
relate to the brand promise, values,
or personality.

Expressions of the brand that articulate what
the brand does for the brand target. Brand
benefits exist on a continuum from Rational to
Intrinsic to Extrinsic.
I get... | I feel... | I look...

An enduring statement of benefit that our
brand offers to customers, with clear indication
Teddies - better peanut butter
of what the brand promises to be and do for
without sacrificing flavor
consumers. An internal facing statement, the
Trader Joes - introduced “healthy
brand promise provides a calibrating standard
enough” discovery to indulgence
TIP
for the entire organization, providing direction
Method - taught us that good
This
is
a
list
of
brand
identity
elements.
products don’t mean settling
and setting priority for innovation, development,
What are the consumer facing elements
execution and follow-through.
that will become associated with your(Our
brand
brand) exists to...
and build equity (associations) over time?
Nutella - brought “just enough
indulgent healthy” to the pantry

BENEFITS OF VEGEMITE

BRAND VALUES

BRAND PROMISE

FRAME OF REFERENCE

Intrinsic Benefit - What is a benefit that
is relevant and
AWAKEN
BRAND PROMISE
TO THE
meaningful to the target audienceAMERICA
on an emotional
level?

CONSUMER INSIGHT

VEGEMITE
PEOPLE

BRAND IDENTITY ASSETS
Iconic visual, auditory and sensory elements
that consumers rely on to recognize the brand.

BRAND STORIES
Curated stories that reveal the brand
experience in relevant, distinctive and credible
ways. Brand stories provide a reference point
to the brand narrative, communicate brand
values and build a culture of insiders and
brand loyalists.

TIP
These key messaging themes are relevant to you, resonate with your audience, and support
your positioning. Be mindful of your key messages. You do not have to say all of them all of
the time – and some may be supported visually, but try to keep this list narrowed down to
the essentials. If you have more than 8 stories, you are probably trying to tell your audience
too many messages.
©Catapult. 2020
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BRAND MANIFESTO
The brand rallying cry. An inspiring statement about what drives
the brand today and its trajectory for tomorrow.

EAT BETTER? WHO DOESN’T WANT TO? IT SEEMS THAT
IT’S A NEVER-ENDING CONSTANT ENDEAVOR. BUT WHAT
DOES IT EVEN MEAN – EXPENSIVE ORGANICS OR LOW-FUN
LOW-CARB STUFF WITH NAMES LIKE QUINOA YOU CAN’T
EVEN PRONOUNCE? WHY DOES EATING HEALTHIER HAVE
TO MEAN EATING LAME STUFF LIKE PLANTS THAT GET
DRESSED-UP TO BE IMPOSTERS FOR MEAT?
WHY CAN’T EATING BETTER ACTUALLY BE... WELL, BETTER.
IT CAN BE. AND IT DOESN’T MEAN SHOE-HORNING YOUR
TASTE BUDS INTO SOME ILL-FITTING TEXTURE DEPRIVED
NEW THING YOU HAVE TO SHIFT INTO.

16
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WHAT IF YOU COULD EAT THE SAME THINGS YOU
ALWAYS ENJOY EATING AND ARE USED TO BUYING,
BUT JUST ADD TO THEM.
LIKE A CONDIMENT THAT YOU ALREADY LIKE THAT’S
BEEN MADE BETTER. YOU KNOW, ‘CONDIMAXED’,
TO HAVE HEALTH BENEFITS WITHOUT BEING DULL,
BORING, OR SETTLING.
WHEN EATING BETTER IS DONE THIS WAY,
EVERY DAY CAN BE A MIGHTY GOOD DAY.

©Catapult. 2020
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BRAND MANIFESTO
TIP

TIP

brand by name.

situation the brand is going to solve.

The brand rallying cry. An inspiring statement about what drives
A manifesto should be engaging and spark
In general, the first paragraph of a manifesto
thethinking.
brandIttoday
and
its
trajectory
for
tomorrow.
does not need to mention the
should highlight the current experience or

EAT BETTER? WHO DOESN’T WANT TO? IT SEEMS THAT
IT’S A NEVER ENDING CONSTANT ENDEAVOR. BUT WHAT
DOES IT EVEN MEAN – EXPENSIVE ORGANICS OR LOW-FUN
LOW-CARB STUFF WITH NAMES LIKE QUINOA YOU CAN’T
TIP
EVEN PRONOUNCE. WHY DOESTheEATING
HEALTHIER
HAVE
second paragraph
should introduce
the
the brand addresses the experience,
TO MEAN EATING LAME STUFFway
LIKE
PLANTS THAT GET
its position, and the way it addresses the
experience
situation.
DRESSED-UP TO BE IMPOSTERS
FOR orMEAT?
WHY CAN’T EATING BETTER ACTUALLY BE... WELL, BETTER.
IT CAN BE. AND IT DOESN’T MEAN SHOE-HORNING YOUR
TASTE BUDS INTO SOME ILL-FITTING TEXTURE DEPRIVED
NEW THING YOU HAVE TO SHIFT INTO.
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WHAT IF YOU COULD EAT THE SAME THINGS YOU
ALWAYS ENJOY EATING AND ARE USED TO BUYING,
BUT JUST ADD TO THEM.
LIKE A CONDIMENT THAT YOU ALREADY LIKE
THAT’S BEEN MADE TIP
BETTER. YOU KNOW,
And yes, you can have made up words in a manifesto. Resist
‘CONDIMAXED’, TO the
HAVE
BENEFITS
urge toHEALTH
edit out the interesting
elements of a manifesto
– these elements can be just the thing that brings a distinct
WITHOUT BEING DULL,
BORING, OR SETTLING.
and memorable point of view to a manifesto.
WHEN EATING BETTER IS DONE THIS WAY,
EVERY DAY CAN BE A MIGHTY GOOD DAY.
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BRAND PROMISE
This internal facing statement defines what our brand must do and
must be to meet a salient need for our target audience.
An enduring statement of the relevant benefit that is important to
Mity-Mite and to our audience, our brand promise represents the
center of our brand-providing direction, setting priorities for
innovation and grounding activities going forward.

AWAKEN AMERICA
TO THE BENEFITS
OF VEGEMITE

20
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AWAKEN
We must actively find ways to reach the target audience and
make the brand relevant to them.

AMERICA
This is our target market. They may have heard of vegemite,
but have never tried it. We will have to ease them into the
experience as it is not a familiar flavor to them.

BENEFITS
Highlight the ways our product is better by integrating it into
their diets and into their lifestyles.

VEGEMITE
Our product may be a tempered version of the original,
but we are indeed vegemite.

©Catapult. 2020
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BRAND VALUES
Brand values are the set of principles and beliefs our brand stands for.
These are inner-directed, enduring and capture what is important to
us and at the heart of what makes our audience value our brand.

GREATER GOOD
Doing what’s right, fair, honorable, and just—from our actions
to our products—we are all in this together.

A PLEASURE
Eating should be as enjoyable—without fear or risk—as our
pleasure to be part of their lives.

WORK TO LIVE
The joys in life are essential—and there are never enough
of them. We strive to bring those moments of bliss.

22
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BRAND PERSONALITY
These character attributes define our brand’s attitude and inform our
look & feel and our tone of voice. They are outer-directed, expressive and
distinctive—these elements directly inform our design expression and
make our brand relevant, recognizable and memorable to our audience.

OPTIMISTIC
We have an enthusiastic, positive attitude that always looks on
the brighter side of future events—we never go negative.

GENUINE
We act with sincerity and seek authentic means of demonstrating
this quality in every aspect of our experience—as real as can be.

CHARM
We seek to surprise and delight in a measured way with a sense
of grace that welcomes—we are their good fortune.

24
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OUR TAGLINE
IT’S GOOD ON YOU is our mantra and our formal tagline. It is an evocative
statement that supports the brand promise and personality.

IT’S GOOD ON YOU
• a slight nod to the Australian heritage (Good on ya, mate)
• an affirmation of being better from using the product
• a slight nod to health benefits (this looks good on you)
• hints at the use case: it’s good on... (many things)

Note: see page 36 for tagline usage

26
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OUR TAGLINE
IT’S GOOD ON YOU is our mantra and our formal tagline. It is an evocative
statement that supports the brand promise and personality.

IT’S GOOD ON YOU
• a slight nod to the Australian heritage (Good on ya, mate)
• an affirmation of being better from using the product
• a slight nod to health benefits (this looks good on you)
• hints at the use case: it’s goo on... (many things)

TIP
A tagline does not have to be a clear descriptor of what the
brands does. It should hint at our positioning and be open
to take on new equities and associations. Taglines that are
just a little off can make them memorable and make your
audience think about them.

28
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OUR MASCOT
The Koality Bear is a visual identity element that is central to our brand.
While it builds associations with our product and Australia, we are
establishing it as a quality mark.

GIVING VOICE TO THE BRAND

As we build out brand applications, it can be animated on online ads and
above the line applications.

1. To build necessary quality associations—a quality seal of sorts.

Note: “Koality Bear” is not consumer-facing language.

As our brand grows, so will the role of the Koality Bear—think Aflac
Duck or Tony the Tiger. For today, our bear serves two purposes:

2. Answer questions that our audience may want to ask.
The bear can say things like (these are only examples):
- “It’s easy when you’re natural”
- “Yes, I do come from land down under”
- “Yes, why not Ice Cream”

O O D O N YO U
IT’S G

Koality
CR

30
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TONE OF VOICE
Our voice is always consistent over time and across engagements.

A CONSISTENT VOICE
You can think of our brand voice much like you would your speaking
voice. You generally talk the same way day to day. That’s how people
know you and it’s how they relate to you. Mity-Mite will always have
the same voice, regardless of platform.

COLLOQUIAL
We speak in familiar, conversation voice – like a dialogue.
- Use everyday, easy language and phrases
- Avoid complex words and jargon.

AMIABLE
TONE CHANGES TO REFLECT THE MEDIUM AND THE AUDIENCE

We are always pleasant, friendly and easy-going.

Our tone will shift depending on whom we are addressing and in
what context. For instance, we wouldn’t speak with the same tone
to business partners in a press release as we would to a consumer

- Use engaging phrases: “check this out”, “try it like this,” and
“this is neat”

purchasing one of our products.

- Avoid the words: need, should, can and always.

AUSSIE ENOUGH
We can use language that has some association with Australia
- Use subtle references to known Australian phrases
“You can store this down under the peanut butter”
- Avoid distinctly Australian phrases like G’Day Mate, Shrimp on
the Barbie, etc.

32
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BRAND
IDENTITY
Logos & Usage
Color Palette
Typography
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LOGOS
The brand identity is the purest expression of the brand—and also its
most meaningful. The consistent treatment of the brand identity helps us
build a strong and lasting impression of the brand for all of our audiences.
The brand identity must always stand out clearly and legibly.

RIBBON LOGO WITH AND WITHOUT TAGLINE

The kerning and relationship between the letterforms and graphic
components must always remain consistent and cannot be altered
or adjusted in any way.

RIBBON LOGO WITH TAGLINE
This is our primary brand mark and should be used in all
communications. The text, color or tagline cannot be altered.

RIBBON LOGO WITHOUT TAGLINE

BADGE LOGO

This secondary mark should be used in applications where the
logo has limited space and the tagline would become illegible.

BADGE LOGO
This is our product label and can be used to represent the brand
in applications where there is ample room for prominence, or for
special applications such as apparel, swag and signage.

O O D O N YO U
IT’S G

Koality
CR
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CLEAR SPACE & MINIMUM SIZE
The brand identity must always stand out clearly and legibly, free
of visual clutter. Clear space and minimum size standards ensure
the identity is given prominence.

CLEAR SPACE

.25X

.25X

CLEAR SPACE
Always maintain a minimum clear space around the brand
identity—as shown. The clear space measurements is half
the height of the letter wordmark. No other brand identities or
graphic elements should appear within this clear space other
than the brand tagline. This clear space should always be scaled
using the same proportions as the brand identity.

X

Koality
.25X

CR

MINIMUM SIZE
A minimum size has been set for the brand identity. It may not be
scaled down more than the minimum size shown. This helps to
ensure that the brand identity is always legible. When referring
to the size of the logo, we use the overall height of the full brand
identity as a visual reference.

O O D O N YO U
IT’S G

X

AF

TED

Nutrition
IN CALEDONIA COUN

TY

T
, V

.25X

MINIMUM SIZE

RIBBON WITH TAGLINE

.75” H

RIBBON WITHOUT TAGLINE

.25” H

BADGE

1.5” H
O O D O N YO U
IT’S G

Koality
CR
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WATCHOUTS
Our brand identity is the foundation of our brand. It is important to
maintain the integrity of the brand identity—therefore it should not
be adjusted, altered or placed inappropriately in any way.

Never scale disproportionately

Maintaining executional consistency and adhering to these guidelines
ensures a consistent and ownable brand presence.

Never alter the logo colors

O D O N YO U
IT’S GO

Koality
CR

AF

TED

Nutrition
T Y,
IN CALEDONIA COUN

VT

Never alter the name or tagline or their position

Never add shadows or effects
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COLOR PALETTE
Color is an important part of the Mity-Mite brand, and the color red
brings vibrancy and impact to the graphic language, balanced by light
blue that brings warmth, trust and accessability.

C0 M100 Y85 K0
R237 G27 B52
#ED1B34
PANTONE® 192 C

C0 M0 Y0 K90
R64 G64 B64
#414042
PANTONE® BLACK C - 90% tint

Whenever possible, utilize PANTONE® inks rather than attempting
to re-create the colors through the four-color (CMYK) process. The
appearance of our brand colors will differ from spot-color (PMS
PANTONE® color) to a four-color process (CMYK). In addition, there will
be slight color variance when printing on different paper stocks.
While color variations in printing and production can’t be eliminated
completely, they can be minimized. For color matching—and to
minimize any visual differences—always refer to the Pantone Matching
System and match to PANTONE® color swatches.

C25 M0 Y0 K0
R185 G229 B251
#B9E5FB
PANTONE® 7457 C

Note
We recommend that these colors are tested on press
(using actual packaging substrates) to ensure accurate
reproduction and integrity of the design.
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TYPOGRAPHY
The brand’s typographic style is bold, clean and upbeat. These
selected typefaces represent the brand and should be used for all
communications and collateral.
The primary typefaces for the Mity-Mite brand communications are
Flyer Black Condensed (headlines) and Neue Haas Grotesk (text). This
font sets the tone for the contemporary look of the brand, and helps
define the voice and personality.

BRAND GUIDE | IDENTITY

FLYER BLACK CONDENSED

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
123456789+/&!?$*
Neue Haas Grotesk Text Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz123456789+/&!?$*

TYPESETTING
Always use a typographer’s eye for typesetting—kerning any
irregularities in the spacing between letterforms and leading for
awkward spaces between copy lines.

Neue Haas Grotesk Text Roman
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz123456789+/&!?$*

O O D O N YO U
IT’S G

Koality
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NOTE
The script typeface used on the label (“Koality Nutrition”) should
not be used anywhere else in any communications without Brand
Manager approval.
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BRAND
APPLICATIONS
Packaging
Print & Online Ads
Special Applications
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PACKAGING
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PRINT AD

GOOD BY
NATURE
Packed with nutritious vegetable protein and B Vitamins,
Mity-Mite goes on smooth and brings the happy
to toast, sandwiches, and anything else.

Experience the power of vegemite for yourself

MITY-MITE.COM
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ONLINE AD UNIT

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

GIVE THE SAME OLD,
SAME OLD A REMIX
Eat outside your hemisphere.

TASTE FOR YOURSELF

BREAKFAST
WITH BETTER
BITES
Give your morning
a healthy kick.

GET MITY
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